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Abstract: A novel type of nonlinear robust control strategy is
proposed in view of uncertain nonlinear factors, such as hysteresis,
creep, and high-frequency vibration, of piezoelectric actuators
(PEAs). This strategy can be used for the precise trajectory
tracking of PEAs. The Bouc–Wen dynamic model is reasonably
simplified to facilitate engineering application. The hysteresis
term is summarized as an unknown term to avoid its nonlinear
parameter identification. The controller robustness is achieved due
to the nonsingular terminal sliding mode control, and the online
estimation of unknown disturbances is realized because of the
delay estimation technology; thus, no prior knowledge of the
unknown boundary of the system is required. The precision robust
differentiator is used to estimate the speed and acceleration signals
in real time on the basis of the obtained displacement signals. The
closed-loop stability of the system is proved by the Lyapunov
criterion. Experimental results show that the proposed control
strategy performs better than the traditional time-delay estimation
control in terms of control accuracy and energy conservation.
Therefore, the proposed control strategy can play an important
role in the micro/nanofield driven by PEAs.
Keywords: piezoelectric actuators • sliding mode control •
trajectory tracking • time delay estimation
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the high-precision micro/nano-operation
technology has played an increasingly important role in
modern industrial systems [1]. Piezoelectric actuators
(PEAs), such as micromanipulators [2], atomic force
microscopes [3], MEMS manufacturing [4],
micro-operation robot [5], and intracytoplasmic sperm
injection [6], are widely used in micro/nano-operations due
to their advantages (e.g., large output force, high resolution,
and high response frequency) [7]. However, uncertain
nonlinear factors, such as hysteresis, creep, and
high-frequency vibration, severely restrict the application
of PEAs [8]. Therefore, appropriate control strategies for
motion control are necessary to overcome the displacement
error produced by uncertain nonlinear factors and achieve
fast response of PEAs and high-precision trajectory
tracking.

In modern control theory, a robust controller can be
constructed on the basis of the feedforward, feedback, or
composite control [9]. Feedforward control achieves
compensation by establishing the hysteresis model of PEAs.
Many scholars exhibit their own unique achievements in
the establishment of PEA hysteresis model [10-14].
However, the dynamic model of PEAs is nonlinear with a
complex structure and numerous parameters. Parameter
identification is a tedious and time-consuming task.
Therefore, feedforward or complicated control is not
conducive to engineering applications. A feasible approach
is to implement accurate estimation and compensation of
unknown disturbances and suppress the influence of
uncertain nonlinear factors on the control accuracy by
designing a robust closed-loop controller and regarding the
uncertain nonlinear factor as an unknown disturbance.
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Accordingly, precise trajectory tracking is achieved, and
PEAs will have high engineering applicability in
micro/nano-operations.

Sliding mode control is one of the important discoveries
in modern control theory and is an effective tool for solving
nonlinear system control problems [15]. Sliding mode
control is insensitive to model uncertainty, parameter
changes, and external disturbances [16]. Terminal sliding
mode (TSM) [17] is proposed to improve the convergence
speed of the sliding mode control. The convergence speed
of TSM exceeds that of the traditional sliding mode based
on linear hyperplane. TSM is widely used in linear or
nonlinear systems with uncertain factors. However,
singularity problems exist in the TSM method. A
nonsingular TSM (NTSM) [18] is proposed to avoid
nonsingularity problems. Therefore, a robust control by
NTSM must be achieved given that unknown terms exist in
the dynamic model.

The time-delay estimation (TDE) technology, which was
first proposed by Jin [19], can be used to achieve a
model-free control. The TDE aims to estimate the unknown
dynamics and perturbations at the previous moment
through time-delay information. Therefore, prior
knowledge of the unknown quantity boundary is
unnecessary. The TDE technology can be applied to online
estimation and compensation of unknown terms [20].
However, only a displacement sensor is often provided in
actual engineering because the acceleration signal of the
previous moment needs to be collected in the
implementation of TDE. The mathematical and physical
meaning of acceleration signal is the second differentiation
of the displacement signal, which exacerbates the
“ differential explosion of noise signals” . Therefore, a
robust exact differentiator (RED) [21] is applied in
reducing noise interference and obtaining accurate speed
and acceleration signals.

This study aims to explore a sliding-mode controller that
can be easily implemented by a computer, has a simple
structure, and nonsingular. The main contributions are
summarized as follows: 1) The Bouc–Wen dynamic model
is appropriately simplified, and the hysteresis term is
summarized as an unknown term that is beneficial to
engineering application. 2) The TDE is used to achieve
real-time estimation and compensation of unknown
quantity to ensure that the controller is not required to
obtain the boundary of an unknown quantity. 3) The
combination of the NTSM, TDE, and RED technologies
can obtain model-based, high-precision, and robust control
effects.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2

simplifies the Bouc–Wen kinetic model of PEAs. Sections
3 designs a nonlinear robust controller, and Section 4
proves the stability of the closed-loop system. Section 5
carries out computer simulation experiments, and Section 6
performs hardware-in-loop simulation experiments on the
controller. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

2.1 Problem description
The open-loop experiment on PEAs reveals the

relationship between the input voltage and the output
displacement. A sinusoidal voltage with variable frequency
and amplitude (Figure 1[a]) is applied to PEAs to obtain a
voltage displacement curve (Figure 1[b]). The voltage and
displacement are nonlinear with a strong hysteresis effect:
the different voltage frequencies and amplitudes correspond
to various hysteresis loops.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1 Nonlinear hysteresis effect of PEAs. (a) Input voltage
and (b) voltage displacement curves.
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2.2 Dynamic equation
Dynamic equation of stacked PEAs is written

according to the Bouc–Wen model [14]:

dee fhdukxkxbxm  )( (1)

huhuudh 
321   (2)

where parameters m , b , and ek stand for equivalent
mass, damping coefficient, and stiffness coefficient,
respectively; x , d, and u denote the displacement,
piezoelectric coefficient, and input voltage, respectively;

df is used to describe the total disturbance of the
unmodeled terms and external interference; h is the
hysteresis effect of the system; and 321 ,,  is the
hysteresis coefficient that describes the loop shape. The
input voltage and its derivative pose a direct influence on
the hysteresis effect. The dynamic model and parameter
structure of PEAs are highly complex, and the parameter
identification process is tedious and time consuming. A
dynamic model with sufficient accuracy is nearly
impossible to obtain due to the existence of an external
interference. Therefore, a reasonable optimization of the
Bouc–Wen model will be helpful to the design of a robust
controller.

3 Design of a nonlinear robust controller

3.1 Controller design
The controller is designed to achieve an exact tracking

of actual displacement x to expected displacement xd.
Therefore, the displacement, velocity, and acceleration
errors can be expressed as xxe d  , xxe d   , and

xxe d   , respectively.
The total nonlinear disturbance terms, including the

hysteresis effect and external disturbance, are defined as
unknown terms ( P ):

m
f

m
hkP de  (3)

Dynamic equation (1) is rewritten as follows:

Px
m
kx

m
bu

m
kdx   (4)

The nonsingular terminal sliding mode surface is
adopted [15]

qpeKes  (5)
where K is the parameter to be adjusted; p and q are

positive parameters; and 21  qp .
The input of the control law can be designed as

follows:

  P
dk

mx
d

x
dk

bsKeK
p
qx

dk
mu

ee
sw

qp
d

e

ˆ1sgn21 







  

, (6)

where  ssgn is a sign function, and  sK sw sgn is a
robust term.

The TDE technology can be used to estimate the
unknown terms ( P ) as follows:

 LtPP  ˆ (7)
where L is a delay parameter whose value is an integer

multiple of the sampling period, and  LtP  represents
the value of the unknown term before time L. The
calculation process can be expressed as follows:

         Lt
e

Lt
e

LtLtLt u
m
dkx

m
kx

m
bxP    (8)

. Control law u can be obtained by substituting Eq. (6)

into Eq. (8):
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d
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 1sgn21

(9)

Remark 1: Equation (9) shows that TDE aims to estimate
the system dynamics at the current moment from the
system state at the previous moment to achieve an
accurate compensation for the system dynamics. This
approach can ensure that the required gain of the NTSM
item is greatly reduced, and the system robustness is
improved while the quality is guaranteed.
Remark 2: Equation (9) shows that the sliding mode
surface is the continuous and differentiable NTSM, and
the TDE technology realizes the estimation of the
unknown items and completes its compensation. The
design of the NTSM and TDE terms are model-based. The
proposed controller has a higher control accuracy
compared with the model-free control.
Sign function u  ssgn in the control law leads to
chattering, of which the amplitude is Ksw. Saturation
function  ,sat s is used instead of sign function

 ssgn to reduce chattering and smoothen the output of
control law u [22].
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where  is the thickness of the boundary layer.

3.2 RED technology
Equation (9) demonstrates that the speed and

acceleration signals need to be applied in the TDE
technology. The actual displacement signal is accompanied
by a large amount of noise signals. Accordingly, the speed
and acceleration signals are difficult to obtain through the
differential method. Therefore, the real-time estimate of the
full status needs to be realized through the RED technology.
The second-order RED is expressed as follows:

 
 

 

2 3
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1 2
1 1 2 1 0 1 0 2

2 3 2 1
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(11)

where x  ,2.1and,5.1,3 3
2/1

2
3/1

1 .
The estimated state variables are as follows: the
displacement, speed, and acceleration signals are projected
as xz ˆ0  , xz ˆ

1  , and xz ˆ
2  , respectively.

Meanwhile, the estimated performance of the RED
technology is verified by computer simulation experiments.

In the simulation experiment, parameter 005.0 is
selected considering the estimation accuracy and chattering.
The three expected values are as follows:

Displacement curve:

 ttex 12.02sin   ,
Speed curve:

   tt teetxv 12.012.0 2cos5024.0   ,
Acceleration curve:

   
   tt

tt

teet
tettexa

12.012.0

12.0224.02

2cos0288.048.0
2sin496.00576.0












.

A random interference signal is added to the expected
displacement curve to further investigate the filtering
ability of RED to noise. The amplitude is [0,1], and the
sampling frequency is 10 kHz. Figure 2 demonstrates that
RED can achieve accurate estimation of displacement and
velocity signals, and its error quickly converges to zero.
Although RED can also basically estimate the acceleration,
certain errors and delays remain, thereby reducing the
accuracy of the TDE technology. Although the TDE
technology fails to achieve accurate compensation for the
unknown variables, this minor defect can be compensated

by the NTSM controller. The NTSM controller and TDE
technology complement each other to achieve accurate
tracking of the motion trajectory.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2 RED guarantees estimation of the displacement, velocity,
and acceleration signals. Expected and estimated value curves of

the (a) displacement (b) velocity, and (c) acceleration speed
signals.

The structure of the proposed NTSM– TDE– RED
controller is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Structural diagram of the NTSM–TDE–RED
controller.

3.3 Controller for comparison
The proposed NTSM–TDE–RED controller is a

model-based sliding mode controller. Based on the same
design idea, the controller occupies a generalized model
structure, and the controllers of other structures can be
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derived from it.
Controller A (Jin's controller)

Reference [23] reported that a new positive parameter
M is introduced, and a new unknown term N is defined.

dk
f

d
h

d
xx

dk
CxM

dk
MN

e

d

ee









  (12)

The dynamic model (1) is rewritten as follows:
uNxM  (13)

The unknown terms can be estimated by the TDE
technology

LtLtLt xMuNN   ˆ (14)
A control law u without a model control can be

obtained according to dynamic model (13) in combination
with the design method named NTSM– TDE– RED
controller.

   
  


TDE

LtLt

NTSM

sw
qp

d xMusKeK
p
qxMu 

 







 sgn/21

Jin
(15)

The above control scheme was first designed by Jin
[23].
Controller B (Hsia's controller)

If the NTSM term in Jin's controller is replaced by a
proportional–derivative (PD) term, then the controller is
evolved into an PD controller on the basis of the TDE
technology [24]. In dynamic model (13), this study takes

  
TDEPD

DPd NeKeKxMu ˆ
Hisa     

(16)

In combination with the TDE technology, control law u
is designed as follows:

      
TDE

LtLt

PD

DPd xMueKeKxMu  Hisa (17)

The time-delay estimate error in Jin's and Hsia's control
schemes is defined as follows:

NNN ˆΔ~  (18)
Remark 3: Jin's and Hsia's control schemes contain e
items. The estimated speed value obtained by the RED
technology still includes certain errors. Accordingly, the
value of M should be reduced to minimize the effect of
errors on the control quality.
Remark 4: Jin's and Hsia's controllers are based on the
model-free control, and their dynamic equations are
highly concise. These controllers have a simpler structure,
smaller calculation volume, and easier engineering
implementation than NTSM– TDE– RED controllers.
However, the NTSM–TDE–RED controller has high
control accuracy. Each controller has its own strengths.

4 Controller stability analysis

The closed-loop stability analysis of the NTSM–TDE
–RED controller is completed in this section. The TDE
error PPP ˆ~

 is defined, and a positive number
 makes P~ bounded, that is, P~ . The proof of
the boundedness of the error P~ is shown in reference
[19]. The displacement error equation of the closed-loop
system can be obtained by substituting Eq. (9) into
simplified dynamic model (4) as follows:

 sKeK
p
qPe sw

qp sgn~ /21    (19)

Remark 5: The displacement error equation of the
closed-loop system shows that displacement error e is
independent of the desired displacement and external
disturbance. This condition enables convergence speed of
the displacement error e to be unaffected by external
disturbance during the actual operation of the controller.
Moreover, this condition fully demonstrates that the
NTSM–TDE–RED controller has strong robustness.

The stability proof process of the closed-loop system is
given in detail as follows:

Lyapunov function [24] is defined as follows:

2

2
1 sV  (20)

This function is differentiated with time, thereby
resulting in

ssV  









  eeK

q
pes qp  1/

 
















  sKeK

q
pPeK

q
pes sw

xpqp sgn~ /211/ 

 PsKseK
q
p

sw
qp ~1/  

(21)

This study obtains PKsw
~ .

Then, PsPsKs sw
~~  . Therefore, 0V .

The convergence analysis is as follows: according to

LaSalle's invariant set theorem [25], when t , 0s ,

that is, 0e , 0e .

5 Computer simulation experiment
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A computer simulation experiment is performed to verify
the effectiveness of the proposed controller.
MATLAB/Simulink is used as the simulation environment
[26], and the simulation step of 0.1 ms is selected. The
proposed control strategy is compared with Jin's and Hsia's
control schemes to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
controller.

The control system achieves linearization of the input
and output by accurately tracking the desired displacement.
Traditional root mean square error (RMSE) and maximum
error (ME) [27] are used to evaluate the different
controllers. Thereafter, the characteristics and performance
of each controller can be quantitatively compared.





N

i
Iidi NxxRMSE

1

2)(
,

)max( idi xxME  ,
where IN represents the total number of sampling

points; dix and ix are the expected and actual
displacements of the i sampling points, respectively.

The parameters of the controller were adjusted in an
ascending order by trial-and-error method. The selected
parameters are shown in Table 1 by comprehensively
considering the chattering degree, RMSE, and ME.

Table 1 Parameter setting of the controllers.

Controllers Parameter value
NTSM–TDE–RED 510,004.0,1,5.1,1.0  swKKqpM
PD–TDE–RED 54 10,10,1.0  DP KKM －

We select a sinusoidal signal with variable frequency and
amplitude as the desired trajectory and express it as follows
to obtain representative simulation results:

   tt etey 2.012.04cos44   
Figure 4 (a) shows that all three controllers can track the

sine signal of the variable frequency and amplitude. Figure
4 (b) indicates that the displacement error curves generated
by the three controllers synchronously fluctuate with the
desired trajectory signal. Table 2 shows that the control
accuracy of the NTSM– TDE– RED controller is the
highest, whereas that of Hsia's controller is the lowest. The
table reports that the error analysis shows that the RMSE of
the NTSM – TDE – RED controller is approximately
24.75% lower than that of Jin's controller. The ME is also
reduced by approximately 25.01%. Figure 4 (c)
demonstrates that the control law u of NTSM– TDE–
RED and Hsia's controller achieves a smooth output with
basically no chattering. By contrast, the output of Jin's
controller has a certain degree of chattering. This

phenomenon is due to the absence of a sign function in
Hsia's controller. The ideal situation is the absence of
chattering. The chatter of Jin's controller comes from the
sign function. Such controller needs to set a large gain in its
NTSM term Ksw because it is a model-free controller. The
NTSM–TDE–RED controller is a model-based controller
with a low proportion of unknown terms (Eq. [18]).
Amplitude Ksw of the NTSM–TDE–RED controller can
be smaller than that of Jin's controller to ensure that its
output chatter is significantly reduced. The amplitude of the
control law u of Hsia's controller is larger than that of
NTSM–TDE–RED and Jin's controller. This condition
results in great energy consumption of Hsia's controller.

The NTSM– TDE– RED controller exhibits a high
control accuracy and excellent quality of energy
conservation when tracking continuous and differentiable
fluctuating signals.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

FIGURE 4 Performance curves of controllers when tracking
fluctuation signals. (a) Displacement, (b) displacement error, and

(c) control law u curves.

Table2 Control accuracy of the controllers.

Controllers RMSE ME
Hsia's controller 0.2816 0.7894
Jin's controller 0.0598 0.2023

NTSM–TDE–RED 0.0450 0.1517

The role of the TDE technology in the controller is
further examined, and the proportion of the TDE term in
the total control law is evaluated. Figure 5 shows that the
total control law u is indicated by a solid red line, and the
output of the TDE term TDEu is denoted by a blue dotted
line. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) demonstrate that the output u of
Hsia and Jin's controllers heavily relies on the TDE
technology. Figure 5(c) presents that the output of the
NTSM term also exerts a control effect in the NTSM–
TDE– RED controller even though that of TDE TDEu
accounts for a large amount.
Remark 6: In model-free controllers (for example, Hsia
and Jin's controllers), the value of M needs to be
reduced to control the influence of the acceleration
estimation error in RED to achieve high control accuracy.
The control law heavily depends on the TDE technology.
The NTSM – TDE – RED controller fully utilizes the
functions of NTSM and TDE. These two technologies
complement each other, thereby achieving the purpose of
the controller design. Specifically, the NTSM term is used
to implement a robust control, and the TDE technique is
utilized to implement estimation and compensation of the
unknown terms.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 5 Control law u and TDE output curves of the three
controllers. (a) Control law Hsiau and TDE output curve of

Hsia's controller, (b) control law Jinu and TDE output curve of
Jin's controller, and (c) NTSM–TDE–RED controller's control

law RED-TDE-NTSMu and TDE output curve.

6 Semiphysical simulation experiment

In this section, the experimental system of PEAs is
constructed on the basis of the xPC semiphysical
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simulation environment [28]. The model of PEAs is
Pst120/7/20VS12, and that of the voltage amplifier is E00.6,
which are both produced by Harbin Coremorrow Co. Ltd.
The displacement signal is collected by a LK-H020 laser
displacement sensor (Keyence (China) Co. Ltd.) with a
measurement accuracy of 0.02 µm.

The signal transfer process is shown in Figure 6. The
control algorithm operated on the host machine is
transmitted to the target machine after compilation. The
digital signal output by the target machine is amplified by a
voltage amplifier after digital-to-analog conversion, and
then PEAs are driven to move. The displacement signal
collected by the laser displacement sensor is inputted to the
target machine after the analog-to-digital conversion. A
semiphysical simulation experiment is presented in Figure
7.

FIGURE 6 Signal flowchart of the semiphysical simulation
experiment.

FIGURE 7 Experimental environment of the semiphysical

simulation experiment.

In the semiphysical simulation experiment, we select the
sine signal with a variable frequency and an amplitude used
in the previous section as the desired trajectory to establish
comparability with the computer simulation experiment.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 8. The
semiphysical simulation experiments show that the
trajectory tracking accuracy is much lower than that of
computer simulation experiments. This phenomenon is due
to environmental disturbances, measurement noise effects,
and limitations of the laser displacement sensor acquisition
accuracy. However, the three controllers can still
successfully implement the trajectory tracking process. The
RMSEs obtained by the three controllers are 0.21, 0.14, and
0.1 µm, and the ME are 0.62, 0.31, and 0.23 µm
respectively. The control precision of the NTSM–TDE–
RED controller is high.

Remark 7: In the semiphysical simulation experiment,
the chattering of the control law u intensifies due to the
influence of disturbance. In the NTSM– TDE– RED
controller, the boundary layer is particularly thick to reduce
the control accuracy even though the boundary layer
thickness of the saturation function can be adjusted to
reduce chattering. However, Hsia's controller cannot
perform this functionality.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

FIGURE 8 Performance curve of controller when tracking

fluctuation signals. (a) Displacement, (b) error, and (c) control

law u curves.

7 Conclusion

We propose a high-precision robust controller that
combines the NTSM, TDE, and RED technologies to
overcome the uncertain nonlinear factors, such as hysteresis,
creep, and high-frequency vibration, that are common in
trajectory tracking of PEAs. The NTSM is used to make the
controller robust, and the RED technology is utilized to
achieve an accurate estimation of the full state. The TDE
technology is used to achieve the real-time compensation of
unknown terms. The stability of the closed-loop system is
analyzed with the Lyapunov method. Comparative
experiments of the computer and semiphysical simulations
prove that the proposed controller can effectively overcome
the influence of disturbances and accurately control PEAs
to achieve accurate trajectory tracking. The RMSE and ME
reached 0.11 and 0.23 µm, respectively. Therefore, the
proposed NTSM – TDE – RED controller has strong
engineering applicability and can be widely used in the
precision motion control of PEAs.
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Figures

Figure 1

Nonlinear hysteresis effect of PEAs. (a) Input voltage and (b) voltage displacement curves.



Figure 2

RED guarantees estimation of the displacement, velocity, and acceleration signals. Expected and
estimated value curves of the (a) displacement (b) velocity, and (c) acceleration speed signals.



Figure 3

Structural diagram of the NTSM–TDE–RED controller.



Figure 4

Performance curves of controllers when tracking �uctuation signals. (a) Displacement, (b) displacement
error, and (c) control law u curves.



Figure 5

Control law u and TDE output curves of the three controllers. (a) Control law Hsia u and TDE output curve
of Hsia's controller, (b) control law Jin u and TDE output curve of Jin's controller, and (c) NTSM–TDE–
RED controller's control law NTSM-TDE-RED u and TDE output curve.



Figure 6

Signal �owchart of the semiphysical simulation experiment.

Figure 7

Experimental environment of the semiphysical simulation experiment.



Figure 8

Performance curve of controller when tracking �uctuation signals. (a) Displacement, (b) error, and (c)
control law u curves.
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